
High Speed HDMI Cable with Swivel Connectors,
Ultra HD 4K x 2K, Digital Video with Audio (M/M),
10-ft.
MODEL NUMBER: P568-010-SW

  

 

Description
Tripp Lite's High Speed HDMI cables with Swivel connectors make it easier to install audio and video

components against walls - the rotating connectors are able to swing the cable plug up to 90 degrees, left or

right, creating just the right angle between the connector and the cable so that you will need just half the mounting space. This also keeps the HDMI cable from

being pinched in tight quarters, which could degrade signal performance. Supports iPad2 Video Mirroring when used with Apple Digital AV Adapter. HDMI

assures that the best audio/video signal is always sent from the source (HDTV signal, Blu-Ray Player) to the display (Projection Television, LCD, Plasma, etc.).

It does this by allowing uncompressed video and multi-channel audio data to be input to the display device through one single cable. An HDMI connection

allows input at high rates of speed, up to 18 Gbps. 

Features
180 degree swivel design is ideal for flat panel HDTV’s and other hook-ups where space is limited

Smooth and flexible 28 AWG jacket with protective mesh cover

Supports iPad2 Video Mirroring when used with Apple Digital AV Adapter

Gold-plated connectors provide optimal signal transfer

Premium double-shielded cable protects against outside noise (EMI/RFI)

Impedance-matched twisted-pair construction reduces cross-talk and interference

Bandwidth up to 18 Gbps - Full 1080p resolution

Perfect for connecting an iPad2 to an HDTV (video mirroring) to watch movies, play games, surf the web and display presentations

Supports Ultra High Definition (UHD) 4Kx2K video resolutions up to 3840 x 2160

Specifications

INPUT

Cable Length (ft.) 10

Highlights
180 degree swivel design is ideal

for flat panel HDTV’s and other

hook-ups where space is limited

Smooth and flexible 28 AWG

jacket with protective mesh cover

Supports iPad2 Video Mirroring

when used with Apple Digital AV

Adapter

Gold-plated connectors provide

optimal signal transfer

Bandwidth up to 18 Gbps - Full

1080p resolution

High Speed HDMI and HDCP

compliant

Supports Ultra High Definition

(UHD) 4Kx2K video resolutions

up to 3840 x 2160

Package Includes
10-ft. High Speed HDMI Gold

Cable with Swivel Connectors
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Cable Length (m) 3.1

PHYSICAL

Color Black

CONNECTIONS

Side A - Connector 1 HDMI (MALE) - SWIVEL

Side B - Connector 1 HDMI (MALE) - SWIVEL

WARRANTY

Product Warranty Period (Worldwide) Lifetime limited warranty

© 2017 Tripp Lite. All rights reserved. All product and company names are trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective holders. Use of them does

not imply any affiliation with or endorsement by them. Tripp Lite has a policy of continuous improvement. Specifications are subject to change without notice.

Tripp Lite uses primary and third-party agencies to test its products for compliance with standards. See a list of Tripp Lite's testing agencies: 

https://www.tripplite.com/products/product-certification-agencies
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